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Foreword

On average, cities and towns in Africa are growing at
5 percent per annum—faster than anywhere else in the
world. Water service providers face considerable challenges
to meet this growing demand, and most lack the resources
to do so. The current revenue flows of most also fall far
short of requirements to fund investments and run services
effectively for these rapidly growing populations.
Meeting the demand, especially in the rapidly expanding
unserved poor settlements, requires new thinking and
innovation. This is one reason why there has been a surge in
interest among sub-Saharan African water service providers
in prepaid water systems. Their track record so far has
been mixed. Some have not been unable to sustain these
systems, but others are delivering results that are sufficiently
promising to mitigate potential risks.
Prepaid water remains controversial, however. Proponents
see it as a way to improve customer relations, revenue,
and access to services; critics complain about technical
unreliability, high capital and maintenance costs, and a
system they see as penalizing poor customers.
Through this evidence-based study, the Water and
Sanitation Program hopes to contribute to the ongoing
dialogue in several ways. The present work aims to
transcend the existing literature, going beyond technical and
technological issues as well as the philosophical issues on
the implications of prepaid systems for the right to water. It
presents a systematic body of research on the opportunities,
limits, costs, and benefits of different experiences of prepaid
systems and their equity implications. Moreover, it provides
a refreshing emphasis on what customers actually think
(especially poor customers).
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By offering a tour of real-life cases in eight very different
African cities: Kampala, Lusaka, Maputo, Maseru, Mogale
City, Nakuru, Nairobi, and Windhoek, this analysis aims
to convey that far more is involved than prepaid meters.
Service providers need to consider the broader system, from
technical challenges such as replacement of parts to the
commercial aspects of making payment tokens and vendors
accessible to consumers. They have to take on integration
of revenue management systems, data systems, and IT,
and dramatically improve communication and strengthen
accountability to customers who have already paid for the
service.
The report aims to be both frank and objective in its
message that prepaid systems do not offer a miracle cure
and that unless utilities do careful assessments and get
effective management systems in place, they may well
find themselves swapping one set of problems for another.
Because the technology is relatively expensive, it does not
absolve service providers from sound financial choices
and management, such as charging economic tariffs, or
policymakers from thinking seriously about how to finance
subsidies for the poor. It demands robust regulation beyond
the current tendency of regulators to treat it as something
experimental and marginal.
Perhaps most powerful of all is the message that prepaid
water is ultimately a technology: it is not intrinsically pro- or
anti-poor, and it is not a substitute for sound management.
Glenn Pearce-Oroz
Principal Regional Team Leader for Africa
Water and Sanitation Program, The World Bank Group
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Background
This study explores the potential of prepaid meters for
serving urban poor communities. It provides urban utilities,
oversight agencies, and other stakeholders in Africa with a
basis for decision-making on the suitability, introduction,
and management of such meters. The need for the assessment
emerged from prepaid meters increasingly being utilized
by water and sanitation utilities in developing countries,
including World Bank clients. The technologies adopted
have expanded over this period, but there has been a lack
of consolidated data and analysis that capture the service
delivery, operational efficiency, and access to services aspects
of such systems across utilities and regions systematically.
The review initially aimed to research experiences in six
African countries from the perspective of their communities,
as well as from water sector bodies, governments, and other
investors. The number of case studies was increased to eight
with the addition of Windhoek in Namibia and Nakuru in
Kenya, as it became apparent that they may offer additional
lessons. Windhoek, for example, is one of the prepaid
water pioneers in Africa. The study specifically canvased
the perspectives of customers, including market research
and opinion surveys on people’s experience and views of
prepaid water in practice. Women and children were well
represented in many of these groups.
The analysis aimed to be robustly investigative, deliberately
not advocating for prepaid systems in principle, or making
firm recommendations, but rather offering balanced analysis
and assessment, and considerations to inform policymakers
and sector leaders, as well as other stakeholders who may
face decisions or challenges on such systems. One of the key
conceptual bases that the analysis identified was the need
to differentiate between prepaid applications of prepaid
system—for standpipes, individual connections, and
institutional and commercial customers—each of which
have different implications for their users, as well as for cost
effectiveness. Utilities must be able to justify the investment
in a prepayment system and its opportunity costs specific
to the application they choose, and relative to alternative
means of improving services.
www.wsp.org
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Key Messages
Prepaid water systems are not a technical magical wand
to fix underlying management issues in the delivery of
urban water supply. A service provider that falls short on
effective management, governance, and sound customer
relations is likely to take on far more than it can deal with
by resorting to prepaid systems.
The notion of prepayment metering obscures the
complementary components of an integrated prepayment
system:
• Technically, the system comprises metering,
dispensing, and credit-loading components.
• Credit vending is central and requires functional and
accessible purchase points that are close to where the
customers are, easy to use at flexible hours, and reliable.
• Operationally, the system needs close monitoring
and rapid response capability to identify and
resolve problems quickly. Regular meter reading is
essential to tracking real-time consumption against
prepaid sales and flag exceptions, with a database
recording meter performance and customer sales and
consumption.
• A strong customer focus is essential, driven by
a service team geared to respect and respond to
customers’ service needs, and to act swiftly to remedy
faults that affect the supply of water customers have
already paid for.
Prepayment can benefit customers, and most seem to
like this option. Customers are not primarily interested
in the technology. They are looking for good services,
reliably delivered at affordable prices. Many customers say
they also want more convenient access to credit-loading
sites, and a quick response when faults impede the flow
of water they have paid for in advance. They like the fact
that prepaid systems make it possible for them to manage
their accounts more directly, with clear information about
where they stand all the time, something that particularly
benefits women who manage household budgets. This
contrasts with conventional systems that carry the risk of
inaccurate and high bills and an unpleasant surprise long
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after consumption, leaving them in debt. Disconnection
from postpaid systems left them reliant on water vendors
and other intermediaries who mark up their prices and offer
water only at particular times. Prepaid systems may take
different forms:
• Prepaid standpipes offer more equitable access for
people without their own connections. Customers
with their own account and credit token can buy
water at the utility tariff, without an intermediary’s
markup and without access being dependent on an
intermediary’s hours of business. Most said they
preferred prepayment, but there were concerns about
faulty meters, delayed repairs, too few convenient
vending points, and difficulty replacing credit keys.
• Prepaid individual domestic connections help manage
the risk to customers of consuming more water than
they can afford, disconnection, and debt, and the
risk to service providers of bad debt. Customers used
to a continuous household connection are more
sensitive to the inconvenience of supply stoppages
when credit is exhausted than those used to fetching
and carrying water from shared taps.
• Prepaid meters on institutional customers consuming
large volumes help manage demand and debt risk.
The combination of high-volume consumption,
low transaction costs relative to purchases, and costreflective tariffs facilitate improved revenue flows,
which can be used to support cross-subsidization to
poor customers.
Prepaid systems can also assist service providers. For
service providers, prepaid systems are a means to meet more
customers’ service demands, an incentive to extend services
to poor people in areas where previously they had no revenue
prospects, and a means to improve revenue collection. This
offers the prospect of healthier cash flows, more revenue
to fund expansion, and more resources to help weather
the prevailing reluctance to increase tariffs at all. Costeffectiveness of prepayment varies significantly across
applications. Better collection from large-volume consumers
can improve revenue to help subsidize services in low-income
areas. But revenue income will meet or exceed prepayment
costs only at comparatively high consumption volumes,
and the volume of sales required will be determined largely
by how cost-reflective the tariff is.
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The affordability and financial viability of prepaid water
is a major challenge. The benefits of prepaid meters must
be balanced with an understanding of the likely increased
costs—due to significantly increased capital expenditure on
metering devices; recurrent costs such as the cost of vending
and ongoing repairs and monitoring; selling more water at
subsidized lifeline tariffs rather than full tariffs; etc. The
resulting challenge to utility finances has to be planned for,
both for an appropriate level of cross-subsidies within the
customer base and, quite likely, for subsidies supported by
taxation from a wider revenue base. Service providers would
be well-advised to assess the cost and revenue effects of
introducing prepaid meters carefully, right at the beginning,
and to compare these meters’ impact to the alternatives.
When the utility chooses prepayment as a vehicle for
delivering water directly to low-income households at a
social tariff, it may also be necessary to consult economic
regulators or higher-level decision-makers upfront about
how best to recover the costs of this approach.
Prepaid metering should not be seen as a way to avoid
high billing and collection inefficiencies. It is difficult to
justify financially spending a substantial amount to achieve
a relatively small percentage improvement in revenue,
when a significant reason that utilities struggle financially
is that their tariffs do not adequately reflect their costs. The
viability of prepaid systems—like most other aspects of a
service provider’s business—hinges on the tariff regime.
If a service provider, for whatever reason, charges below
cost (e.g., through lifeline blocks), it is unclear whether
it can find added financial benefit from using a relatively
expensive charging mechanism.
Of the three applications, prepaid public standpipes
seem most likely to enable water utilities to serve poor
households better and offset investment and running
costs. This capability is contingent on a distribution network
with adequate pressure, the existence of convenient credit
purchase points, and a strong customer service component
to address faults promptly.
The performance of the technology is still inconsistent. The potential of many prepayment systems is
being compromised by unreliable performance, which is
inconvenient and frustrating for customers and onerous and
Targeting the Urban Poor and Improving Services in Small Towns
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costly for utilities. Most utilities and customers complained
about meters breaking down, and it would appear that the
necessarily skills and spares are not always readily available
to deal with faults.
Meters that are initially inexpensive to purchase can prove
costly if they fail early and cannot be repaired. If the prepaid
industry is to grow, it is important to ensure that meters
can be repaired locally and that the supplier can offer good
after-sales service and spares.
The Way Forward
This report identifies and discusses key areas in which
policy reform, improved regulation, and innovative
operational practice could help make the use of prepaid
water systems conducive to serving poor people. Key
suggestions about the way forward include:
Be clear about the priority: Reaching people without
their own connections. Prepaid systems’ core potential
is in addressing the fact that many urban Africans still do
not have their own water connections and remain outside
the reach of subsidy regimes. Prepayment does not offer
an obvious answer to these challenges, but some of these
systems’ attributes may provide a tool for addressing them
in certain circumstances.
Recognize that prepayment technology is not
intrinsically anti-poor. Some critics equate prepaid water
with exclusion of the poor from services, without recourse.
They fear that prepaid systems make it too easy for service
providers to close off water supplies where people cannot
afford advance payment, and when credit is exhausted.
The technology is a tool of policy, and subordinate
to it. Governments, regulators, and service providers
should manage the system’s deployment, putting in place
appropriate policy and regulatory frameworks, and working
closely with customers in rolling out the technology.
Recognize that prepayment does not equate to the
“commodification” of water. It has been implied that
prepaid meters typify the commoditization of water, or even
privatization. Significantly, of the eight service providers
covered in the case studies, two of the pace setters were
www.wsp.org
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neither private nor publicly owned corporate agencies, but
municipal water departments concerned with providing
services that meet the needs of the people they serve.
Introduce well-targeted social safeguards to secure
access to services for the poor. Safeguards to mitigate
hardship may address concerns around the possible impacts
of prepayment on people’s right to water. If it is done well,
prepaid technology could also be instrumental in tackling
the big policy issues around subsidies and tariffs. This is
important, because in many countries general subsidies to
existing users mean that unconnected poor people often do
not receive the subsidies at all.
Recognize the challenge of prepaid systems to service
providers. The tenuous financial basis of prepaid systems,
especially their high initial outlay, requires planning for
their deployment. Where their primary purpose is to
make water available more affordably and equitably to
low-income residents, cross-subsidies or external subsidies
may be needed to ensure that prepayment does not divert
funds from other needs. Service providers would be welladvised to assess the cost and revenue effects of introducing
prepaid meters carefully, right at the beginning, and to
compare their impact to the alternatives in consultation
with economic regulators and higher-level decision-makers.
Think big about the technology. If prepaid water systems
are to be applied more widely, some important technological
issues must be addressed. There is a general need to improve
the robustness and reliability of prepayment systems, in
part as a matter for national regulators, but also, if they
are to go to scale, a more regional or even global initiative
may be required. The most critical game changers are
the increasing use of information and communication
technologies (ICT) to eliminate cumbersome token usage
and link prepaid meters to mobile phones and vendors,
and the entry of Standard Transfer System (STS) compliant
technology for loading credit and paying for water across
a common platform shared with prepaid electricity. STS
is also essential to escape the exclusivity of proprietary
technologies and promote greater compatibility between
different brands through adherence to global specifications.
This can be achieved through a combination of regulation
and demand from service providers for components that
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they can combine across brands to get the best mix of price,
quality, and innovation.
Summary
Prepaid water is not a miracle cure. It is not obviously costeffective for the provider; it has not been consistently reliable;
and it comes with substantial demands on management.
However, many utilities believe that the benefits outweigh
the costs. Its growing profile requires that prepaid systems
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no longer be treated as essentially experimental. Prepaid
water needs to be taken far more seriously in water sector
policies and regulatory frameworks and in scaled-up
technical support to optimize the opportunities they offer
and the risks they pose.
NOTE: Full case studies for the eight cities summarized
in Appendix B can be accessed online: http://wsp.org/
prepaidwater.
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